
Students’ Council Minutes 
Sunday, November 12, 2006 

 
Present: Dan Studenmund, Rachel Van Tosh, Alexis Leventhal, Betty Tsang, Curt 
Fentress, Julien Schmitz, Maggie Gummere, Fabrizio Barbagelata, Shashi Neerukonda, 
Neil Adige, Jeff Lichtstein, Meg Dickey-Griffith, Emily Walden, Kathleen Abels, Sam 
Adler, Monique Wong 
 
Absent: Jeff Suell, Thomas Gregg, David Ivy-Taylor, Lilly Lavner, Tovah Tripp, Sam 
Leath, Meghan McAllister, Micah Sieber  
 
I. Moment of Silence 

a. Fabrizio gets a call 
b. Shashi and Dan discuss something private 

II. Tom King 
Discussion of safety and key card access.  Tom explains about waves of theft from 
outside professional thieves that may be posing as students.  They gain access to 
building by simply asking students to let them in.  Talk of putting keycard readers in 
the apartments that are shared with residents.  (896-1111 S&S)  Relationship between 
S&S and local police discussed, making sure emphasis is on safety and not legal 
consequences.  Always feel free to talk to Tom King about any safety questions. 

III. Committee Reports 
a. Appointments. Students appointed as Haverfest Chair, PAF and AMA heads, and 
to James House Committee, Collections Committee, Arts Working Group, Arts 
Collections Committee.  Coming up: GIAC Advisory Committee, Committee for 
Environmental Committee, Commencement Committee 
b. Activities. Screw Your Roommate coming up this weekend, get SCREWED!! 
c.   Budgeting. We still have money 

IV. SC Public Relations 
      JSAAPP. Fundraising options discussed 
V.  Dorm Rep Initiates 
      a.  HCA. Pergola house warming partay 
VI.  SC Public Relations 

a. SC Office hours. 
b. Email. This Week in SC – each Sunday 
c. Bulletin Board. 
d. Web Site. We are hiring someone 

VII.  Smoking Discussion 
     Take the GO Smoking Survey about smoking in dorms (3 seconds) 
VIII.  General Chatter 
      Meeting with Bryn Mawr tonight about key card access, parking, take-out, computer 

pass words, Blue Bus Schedule 
IX.  Moment of Silence  



HAVERFORD COLLEGE 
Students’ Council 

Minutes 
Sunday, September 17, 2006 

 
I. Moment of Silence 
 
II. Introductions by name, position, class 

 
Members Present:  
 Jeff Lichtstein, Neil Adige (Co-Presidents); Rachel Van Tosh, Kathleen Abels (Co-
VPs); Meg Dickey-Griffith, Emily Walden (Co-Secretaries); Julien Schmitz, Curt Fentress 
(Co-Treasurers): Micah Sieber, Lily Lavner (Lloyd); Dan Studenmund, Tovah Tripp, 
Shashi Neerukonda (North Dorms); Fabrizio Barbagelata, Meghan McAllister, Samantha 
Adler, Monique Wong (HCA): David Ivy-Tower, Thomas Gregg (Barclay); Samuel 
Leath, Maggie Bishop (Gummere); Jeff Suell (Houses) 
 
Members Absent: Alexis Leventhal (HCA); Betty Tsang (Leeds) 

 
III. Dorm Representative Responsibilities 

Dorms reps serve as liaisons between dorms and sc, communicate with fellow 
dorm residents, bring projects for dorms, get funded with proposal, and bring 
ideas to meetings for projects important to themselves and the community, 
They will be on one of the 3 committees; work at plenary next week. 
Maintainence forms will be delivered for them to pass around the dorms. 
People to work with: Ron Tola, Julie Summerville, Tom King (safety and 
security, make sure HCA knows there are security cameras outside), John 
Francone, Smitty (student housing) 
Work with APPEAL to keep the dorm informed and to make sure it gets cleaned 
up. Jeff Suell is an APPEAL contact. 

 
IV. Committee Reports and Description of Committees 

a. Appointments 
Meet every week to appoint all student reps to all committees on the 
campus.  Requires a few hours on Sunday. Must interview people and 
come to consensus 

 
b. Activities 

Plan all the sc sponsored event, help plan, set up, clean up events. 
Sporadic meetings. 

 
c. Budgeting 

One week of responsibilities (Next week): delegating monies to clubs and 
organizations. Meet again during grievances week. 

 
V. SC Agenda and Initiatives 

a. Student Space- short term and long term initiatives 



Talking with administration about creating more student space on campus.  
Look at how students are using dorm spaces.  In the short term, Ron Tola is 
talking about constructing a black box theater in squash court area.  Art space in 
old security building will be opening in 8 weeks.  Push for more above-ground 
student space through CPC 

 
b. Outreach 

Working on more community service initiatives.   
 

c. Constituent services 
Listening to people in dorm.   Want dorm reps to be student advocates. 

 
d. Affinity group unity 

Working to increase communicating and unity between groups, coordinating 
events or holding joint events 

 
e. Support from SC for Arts and Athletics 

Help publicize art or athletic events, show support for both (which have 
been acused of dividing the campus) 

 
VI. Appointment of SC Reps and Special Liaisons 

a. Safety and Security Committee (1) 
Run by Tom King: Lily Lavner 

b. JSAAPP (2) 
Dealing with the alcohol policy and Quaker Bouncers, work with Jason 
McGraw and Steve Waters: Shashi, Tovah and Dan all interested, will decide 
amongst themselves 

c. Web site 
College undergoing and website redesign, SC website can be 
redesigned/updated: Sam? 

d. Arts 
Liaison: Jeff 

e. Athletics 
Liaison: Meghan 

f. Community Service 
Maggie 

 
VII. Plenary 

Dorm reps needed to work at least half an hour each, set up, plenary packet 
handout, quorum monitoring, vote counting, 9 pm Campus Center 205A, 
Monday night meeting for Plenary resolutions 
Resolutions due at 5pm Monday room 311 

 
VIII. Upcoming SC meetings 

Each meeting we will try to invite speakers/guests to talk. “Power” Committee 
reps must report to SC each semester. Tom King and Ron Tola are coming as 
well. 

 



      VIII.    Working Groups 
Groups of 4 or 5 meet at the beginning of each meeting about things that 
need to be talked about (HCA relations, student space, outreach, affinity 
groups etc.). 
Rufus Jones Day: Nov. 10-12th – Celebrate what Haverford is (Quakers, 
Service), Alumni return, breakfast for freshman, Working groups needed to 
plan/coordinate 

 
IX. General Chatter 

Questions about painting parts of Gummere basement 
 
X.  Moment of Silence 

 



Minutes 9/20/06 
Executive Meeting 
 
Moment of Silence 
 
Committee Reports: 

1. Appointments: CPC & Committee on Honors, in the past week they have 
appointed Amy Alspaugh and Amy Havassy for Athletic Director Search 

2. Budgeting: Treasures absent for Budgeting 
3. Activities: First dance done, HaverIdol upcoming, Activities committee formed 
4. Honor Council: Plenary posters up 

 
Technology: 
Updating website 
Posting on GO in box 
 
Plenary: 
Presidential search possibilities – report from student reps during plenary? 
Resolution from the student body about presidential search 
 
ReCap Sunday SC Meeting 
Closer connection between SC and the athletics and arts 
Send out emails on big games / big events (like weekly Wednesdays) 
 
BoM: Board of Managers 
VPs may be showing BoM around the soon to open James House 

Presidents and Student Reps presenting to Board : 
Stressing the things we have been doing, but also present new agenda, esp. student space,  
Student Affairs Subcommittee: Sophomore experience ,  
Faculty—how will push to reduce workload/quality of faculty life affect students in the 
short term? Student representation on the committee? 
 
Meet with Jason about buses 7-1? October 6 
 
Scheduling reform—talk in progress (Kanerstein, Tritton, Watter like idea of “doctor’s 
office” scheduling).  Fill out same request form, sends to room reserve to confirm that it’s 
a legitimate club, but can see which rooms are free. 
 
Dorm emails: Is a dorm email mass email?  No mass email can be send regarding 
alcohol.   
 
Joe Anderson 
Marien Levy 
George Reuter 
T Dan Logan 
 



Will Coleman 
Jeff Millman 
Lukas Leuthold 
Vanessa Lee 
Lindsey Merikas 
Kris Brower 
Justin Dainer-Best 
Ben Pyenson  
Emma Eisenberg 
Amira Shulmin-Kumin  
Jacob Waters 
Mara Miller 
Zac Dutton  
 
 
 



Plenary Meeting of the Haverford College Student’s Association 
Sept. 24, 2006 
 

Plenary Minutes 
 
Quorum reached at: 7:34 pm 
 

I) Moment of Silence 
 

II) Welcome to Plenary 
- Introduction of Plenary People & Announcements 
 

III) Rules of Order and Agenda 
- Travis Green (07): Presidential Search text circulating 
- Call for Amendments to change rule of order:  Unfriendly Amendment to move 

Presidential search Resolution to Resolution #1 
- Unfriendly Amendment passes, Presidential Search Resolution moved to #1 

 
IV) Resolution # 1 

Presented by Travis Green (08), Kathleen Abels (09), Marien Levy (08), Rachel VanTosh 
(09), Joe Anderson (09).  Resolution aimed to clarify 
 
Questions:  
- Alex Davies (09) expressed concern to losing good candidates due to transparent end 
process 
- Travis Green (07) outlines that the resolution does not demand open end process, just 
asks the search committee to explain how and why they are changing the process 
-Lauren Adriaansen (07) asks what will happen if the board ignores the resolution 
- Travis Green (07) says Board can ignore at their own peril 
- Joe Anderson (09) states that we can lose noting by passing the resolution 
Pro/con Debate: No debate 
Call for Unfriendly Amendments: No unfriendly amendments 
Moment of Silence 
Vote : Yes: 583; No: 38; Abstain: 33 
 

V) Resolution #2: Green Campaign/Styrofoam 
- Presented by Meg Dickey-Griffith (09), Emily Walden (09), Sarah Allard (09), Ben 
Buchwalter (08), and Matt Klinman (08). 
- Ben introduces resolution “longer process that could take up to a year to complete” 
-John Francone behind it 100% 
 
Questions: 

- Sarah Blackburn ’07 Products sensitive to heat? 
- Sarah Allard ’09 bring in own container, John Francone also researching other 

alternatives 



- Pat Berry ’07 why can’t we just use paper?  Not bio-degradable Emily Walden 
’09 Matt Klineman ’08 start a movement 

- Grffin Vanze ’07 where will the money come from?   
- Asia Gobourne ’10 Tops don’t fit?  Taste?   
- Meeting with John once a week 
- Time has expired, visual ballot, extended in the eyes of the chair 
- Jay Sacci ’08 people allergic to corn? 
- Ben will look into it, hard to believe make cups people are allergic to, option of 

bringing in your own cup 
- Why make a plenary resolution? Let Board of Managers know 
- Alex Milgrom ’07 better food?  Working towards getting local food. 

Pro/Con Debate: No Debate 
Vote: Yes: 607, No: 49, Abstain: 24 
 
VI) Resolution #3: Impeachment Procedures for Elected Representatives 

- Presented by Lauren Adriaansen 
 
Questions: Justin Dainer-Best (09): 
Lauren: Should be able to completely trust elected officials, need someway to respond to 
suspected guilt. 
Victoria Vargas (07): What happens now? Need to hold plenary for whole school, class 
meeting for class reps. 
Lukas Leuthold (07): New officials in place before old ones voted out?  Not practical 
Jacob Waters (10): Isn’t it voters’ decision? In response to voters. 
Zac Dutton (10): Deeply concerned about dual accountability of runningmate.   
LaNika Knight (10): How is student body going to be informed? Through petition 
signing, 48 hour period for live debate. 
Christina Blako (10): Process for electing someone new?  Procedures already in 
constitution. 
?: Why can’t officials run again if innocent?  Too busy, involved in a pending honor 
council trial. 
Lukas: Shouldn’t we allow officials to run again? Can run as write-in candidate. 
 
Pro-Con debate:  
Pro: Travis Green (07): Important because institution of impeachment currently doesn’t 
work, officer not responsible to constituencies. 
Con: Jacob Waters (10): Cannot vote for a resolution that hinders the voting ability of the 
student body. 
Pro: George Reuter (08): Ability to run shouldn’t be a problem, often times elections are 
run unopposed. 
Con: Robby Danforth (10): Someone can be impeached before found guilty. 
Pro: Natalie ? (09): Shouldn’t allow someone impeached with due process to run again. 
Con: Simon Gerstein (09): Students not guaranteed to get enough information. 
Pro: Victoria Vargas (07): There needs to be a process to impeach people. 
Con: Chris Healy (09): 20% doesn’t seem like very much. 
Pro: Lauren: Open to suggestions for a friendly amendment. 



Con: Zac Dutton (10): ethical difficulty with the fact that both candidates have to leave. 
Pro: Claire Roden (07): Unfair to ask one person to take over all responsibility. 
Con: Christina Blako (10): Unquaker. 
Pro: Joe Anderson (09): Not barred from ever running, just next election. 
Con: Justin Dainer-Best (09): Worried about it being personal 
Pro: Jeremy Posner (10): Initially opposed, realize now that officials can run again.  
Should be responsible for forming community standards. 
Pro: Jeff Millman (06): General meetings of the class don’t happen, need to create a way 
to impeach. 
Unfriendly amendment proposed by Chris Healy (09): change 20% to 40% 
George Reuter (08): 20% seems fair 
Vote on unfriendly amendment: passed by visual vote 
Visual vote on resolution with unfriendly amendment: passed by visual vote 
 
VII) Resolution #4: Peace in the Middle East 

- Presented by Ben Zussman (08), Drew Steinberg (09), Elana Bloomfield (08), 
This resolution is a statement that emphasizes the values of life, peace and 
respect. 

- Adil Kahn (09) presenting too, speaks to why they are using plenary as a space for 
the resolution,  meant to spark dialogue, community statement 

 
Questions: 

- Evan Rodriguez (08) “word up” to class of 2010.  If this is passed, what exactly 
will happen? 

- Resolution sent to BI-co, newspapers, and peace promoting organizations 
- John (09) Actions to back it up? 
- Chris DiAngelo (08), Reprocussions of the statement to people or families 

involved in politics? 
- Erikson Why the middle east? Why not the world? 
- Area is of particular  
- James O’ Dell (10) concern with wording of the 3 words, including extremism 
- Ben, just because the words are complex does not mean they should not be used 
- James, how do you define terrorism? By who? Civilians, military? 
- What other words can be used 
- James, if there are thousands of ways to interpret this message, why send it? 
Vote to extend 
- Ben Lansky (08), “Extremism” is bad to condemn, can be used for good 
- Adil, don’t want to stifle negotiation dialogue 
- Claire Roden (07), should have been discussion beforehand 
- Tim Richards (09), Wants to make sure that the resolution is not weighted 

towards on side or another.  
- Adil, Ben, just advocating peace 
- Amira (10), What will happen as the student body changes?  
- Alex Ferrel (10) why plenary for this discussion? 
- Ben, we are here as a community, urges more discussion should be set up 



- Peter Barish (08), Why is it necessary to say something that we all believe, all 
signed the honor code, etc. we should move onto initiatives that actually do 
something 

- We need documentation of how we feel, impossible to assume how people feel 
 
Pro/con Debate 

- Angus, this has been a waste of time 
- Dan Sacks (08), Anything we can do is good 
- James O’Dell (10) doesn’t want to see this resolution as Haverford’s stance 
- Travis Green (07), cites “Code around the Globe”  doing what we can in the 

world, if you want the words change, then change them.  Live up to Quaker ideals 
- George Reuter (08)  Three sentences cannot address the complexity of the middle 

east, to general of a statement 
- Victoria Vargas (07), silence is the equivalent to saying nothing, words are the 

first step,  
- Rachel oristano (09), compromise, include numbers in resolution 
- Pat Barry (07), wrong association between working for peace and naivety, but this 

resolution encompasses a concept we must support 
- Not the place for plenary, the resolution is almost a truism 
- Dan Studdemund (08), supports 
- Ann Koelhoffer (09), feels she does not know enough 
- Gilly Freedman (09), this does effect our lives 

 
Unfriendly Amendment: Signatures collected 

- James O’Dell (10) Amendment would strike the words “extremism,  terrorism, 
and the teaching of hatred”, ends on a combatative note, takes out negative 
language. 

Questions:  
- Ben Zussman (08) when does one need to step up and confront what is not ok 
Pro/con debate 
- Adil Kahn (09), Amendment takes away “the teeth” of the Resolution, not one 

sided 
- Chris DiAngelo (08), wording effects people 
- Jeremy Posner (10) condemning language should be changed 
- Katie Baratz (07),  removing clause only serves to further simplify 
- Adam Meyer (10), resolution should be made more specific, not less,  
- Cody (10), resolution too vague, doesn’t want to condmn 
 
Plenary voted to be Extened 
 
- Claire Brislin (07) Haverford already has many proactive events on campus 
- Tim Richards (09) Amendment ends it with peaceful dialogue, not with a 

meaningless condemnation  
 
Vote on unfriendly amendment: passed by paper ballot: 244 yes, 229 no, 63 abstain 
 



 
Vote: Yes: 287, No: 216, Abstain: 62 
 
 
VIII) Resolution #5: Alcohol Policy – Clarification of Public Space 

- Presented by Susanna Tolkin and Justin Meyerowitz 
- Anya Stettler, (07), what liability does the college have now? Increase? 
- Will likely decrease liability 

Plenary exteneted 
- Sam Rabinowitz (09), Is it legal for the college to publish this document that 

condones drinking under 21? 
- Justin, policy does not condone 
- Chris Healy (09), are the stoops at Lloyd and other private spaces covered? Yes 
- Zac Dutton (10): could you explain the reasoning for making “promoting the 

performing arts” a criteria? A keg really draws people, enhances art events. 
- John Katsos (07): Why don’t we confront FUCS for violating the alcohol policy?  

Right now, getting by on a loophole, which we now want to make legitimate. 
Pro/Con Debate: none 
Response to Pro/Con Debate: none 
Vote: yes by visual count 
 
 
IX) Resolution #6: Student Center 
-Presented by Rachel Van Tosh (09), Jeff Lichstein (08), Neil Adige (09), Brian Doherty 
(07) 
-Student body desires a student center on campus where students can gather 
Questions: 
-Alex Davies (09): What happens to old space in Campus Center? Not building a new 
space, as of now, 200s in campus center not considered student space 
-Elvis Rosado (08): Can we throw parties/have alcohol in it? Alcohol policy says no, but 
not looking at specifics right now 
-Rober Mathis (10): Are there anymore specifics on what the space will be used for? 
Student ownership, a place that students feel is their own. 
-Allison Ferrel (10): Why aren’t we working on improving Whitehead? Is not a student 
space, focus should be creating/using existing spaces that will best fit the needs of the 
students. 
Kyle O’Brian (10): How much will it cost and where will the money come from?  At this 
point, very preliminary planning process. 
Hillary Lector (07): Will a space for student performing arts be in the new center? 
Absolutely. 
-Claire Roden (07): Is what we’re asking for like Zubrow? Yes. 
Pro/Con Debate: 
-Justin Dainer-Best (09): Can’t think of any reason why this would be a bad resolution. 
-Zac Dutton (10): Should demonstrate commitment to the environment by building an 
environmentally conscious building. 
Jeff: Thank you for your support, continue to go to committee members with ideas. 



Vote: 497 yes; 18 no; 15 abstain 
 
X) Resolution #7: Honor Code – Gross Plagiarism  
-Theodore Daniel Logan (08) and Daniel Studenmond (08) 
-The word gross is not defined in any document produced by the college. Discussion of 
the word gross is a waste of jury time.  The Honor Code is not a document that tells 
people how to punish people. 
Questions: 
-Nina Salinger (07): If we take out the word “gross,” how would the jury differentiate 
between different levels of plagiarism? Juries consider many details that are not explicitly 
stated in the code. 
-Julian Whitney (10): If someone plagiarizes, how is it going to be reinforced? There is a 
precedent for plagiarism cases, to which juries often look for guidance. 
-Lauren Adrianssen (07): How many plagiarism cases have there been?  How many cases 
of gross plagiarism?  8 cases of gross plagiarism, 4 resulted in separation 
Lukas Leuthold (07): Do you see this guiding students, isn’t it valuable when considering 
the seriousness of a violation? None of the rest of the Honor Code serves this function, 
not the purpose of this clause to deter students from plagiarism. 
-Chris Healy (09): Does this take away the power of separation from the jury? No 
-Emma Eisenberg (09): What is the reasoning in taking out any mention of separation in 
from the Honor Code? Allows more freedom to juries.  
 Pro/Con Debate:  
-Justin Dainer-Best (09) and Ben Pyenson (09): We’re not removing power from the jury, 
just unnecessary debate. 
-Lauren Adrianson (07): Not making the distinction cuts out constructive decision-
making time.  We’re known as a school of cheaters 
-Isaac Lutze (08): By cutting the clause out of the code will not diminish the debate on 
trials, only unnecessary time spent discussing meaningless distinction. 
-Claire Roden (07): Some things need to remain very explicit—some acts that we do not 
condone. 
-George Reuter (08): Not an issue of time. 
-Victoria Vargas (07): So important to have limits, making all of our degrees worth less. 
-Micah Sebert (07): Will save a lot of time wasted trying to decide what gross means to 
discuss more important issues. 
-Chloe Jones (07): Find it offensive to say that time is wasted when discussing important 
issues. 
-Karanina Wolff (07): Not about time, but about clarity.  Gives more responsibility to the 
students. 
-Alexis Leventhal (07): Gross plagarism constitutes an act, should be able to say it 
-Brandon West (07): Juries can come to decisions without guidance from an unclear word 
like “gross”. 
Vote: 421 yes; 146 no; 40 abstention 
 
XI: Vote on alcohol policy 
Vote:  Yes: 576, No: 12 Abstain : 15 
Moment of Silence 



Executive Council Minutes 9/27/06 
Moment of Silence 
Committee Reports 

- Appointments 
o Ben Lansky appointed to AAC 
o Next week appointments for Collections, possibly Customs  

- Budgeting: All good, VPs need $ for James House,  
- Activities 

o Hollywood Gameshow this weekend 
o HaverIdol coming up, auditions this week 

- Honor Council:  Retreat coming up 
White Whale – Web Site 
 - Jason and Kate 
 - Reason they are here: The best way to get to know Haverford was to come to the 
ford and spend a week.  Set up on Founders, talking to people about what they want in 
the website.  Open to any input from anywhere, transparent process.  Anyone who 
expresses ideas has a good chance of them actually being included.  Looking for as much 
participation as possible from students.   

- Moving to the Sunken Lounge for the rest of the week.  In the past they have 
done Brown Admissions, Duke, and Duke Law.  Whitewhale.net has links to portfolio 
sites. 
 - Taking photos from students 
 - General talk about keeping pics updated and color schemes 
 - Main concerns: search engine, calendar, un-coordinated department sites 
 - Discussion of virtual tours and the needs of different constituencies  
BoM 

- Text of Presidential Search Resolution and Styrofoam at BOM 
o Tom Tritton has not yet approved either resolution 
o Styrofoam to be passed around 
o Presidential Search Resolution to be read out loud 

- Student Affairs Committee 
o Sophomore experience, space committee, arts? Pres? 

- Board-Student Lunch 
o Students have applied 

Plenary: Recap 
- Complaints: Ran very long 
- All povs expressed on Middle east resolution 
- Formal letter will be sent to Tom Tritton 

Buses – October 6:  
- First Friday bus  

Minutes 
- Posting: any updates 
- Plenary minutes 

General Chatter: QB Summit & funding.  James House update: furniture bought 
 HC: Lawyers decided that abstracts will not be available to the public – liability 
Moment of Silence 



Students’ Council Minutes 
10/1/06 

 
- Members Present: Jeff (Pres), Neil (Pres), Kathleen (VP), Curt (Tr), Julien (Tr), Meg 
(Sec), Emily (Sec), Monique, Tom, Tovah, Shashi, Sam, Meghan, Alexis, Micah 
- Many members absent 
 
Moment of Silence 
 
Committee Reports 

- Appointments:  Sarah Derbew appointed to committee on honors.  Reopened 
CPC position. 

- Activities:  Gameshow went well.  Upcoming weekend basketball auction and 
HaverIdol planned. 

- Budgeting:  No complaints. 
 
Liaison Updates 

- None. 
 
BoM 

Hire and evaluate president, ensure fiscally responsible budget.  Productive, board 
very receptive to student concerns.  Student affairs committee met (student 
representatives, six board members).  A lot of discussion about the resolution ending 
gross plagarism.  Presidential search, student space, and arts and athletics on campus; 
main topic sophomore experience.  Discussion of a smoke-free campus.  (Possibly 
smoking prevention.)  Emily talk to housing. 

Search for the presidential candidate.  Going to try to allow every student who 
wants to can meet the candidate.  “Creative solution” to the question of openness.  
Candidates will be on campus in January.  Cannot publish a document outlining process 
because they do not yet know what the process will be.  Looking for a distinguished 
academic scholar, Do we see the college more as a teaching college or a research college? 
 
Plenary:  Feedback?  Most of the complaints heard were about the length and the 
relevance of the Middle East Resolution. 
 
Dorm Rep Initiates 
 - Sam:  Inviting Ron Tola to an SC meeting.  They want to put a bathroom in 
Gummere basement.  Would also like an ice machine, painting some of the basement 
walls, and maybe more furniture.  Also want to get mold out of the showers with better 
ventilation and more cleaning.  Problems with halls getting trashed during parties. 
 
Cable and Emails:  Discussion of cable availability on campus.   
 
Buses will be going to Philly on First Fridays: Oct 6th first day 
 



General Chatter:  Communal Bikes, only 2 of 10 left.  What to do with them.  Helen 
Thomas is coming to Haverford Sunday, October 8, sponsored by the speakers 
committee. 
 
 
Moment of Silence 



Students’ Council Minutes 
October 8, 2006 

 
Members Present: Jeff L. (Pres), Neil (Pres), Curt (Tr.), Julien (Tr.), Lilly, Dan, Olivia, 
Emily (Sec), Betty, Shashi, Tovah, Micah, Meg (Sec), Maggie, Betty, Sam A., Tom, 
Fabrizio, Meghan, Kathleen (VP), Rachel (VP), Jeff S., Monique 
Not Present: David, Sam L. 
 
I. Moment of Silence 
II. Ron Tola, Director of Failities Management  

a. Update on Renovations 
Parker house converted into studios; $450,000 spent on HCA “cosmetic upgrades.”  
Thoughts about changing apartments from the Student Space Committee: 4 apartments 
could be made into one big one with a big living room, storage, study room, and existing 
4 bathrooms and bedrooms. Facilities is changing systems so that you can put requests 
for maintenance online and track the request. Barclay will be redone the way Gummere 
was redone; next year will be the North Dorms. An amphitheater behind the campus 
center will be done in the next year. 

b. Requests for this year 
Bathrooms in Gummere basement; laundry in Lloyd; better storage in HCA; 
kitchen/lounge in La Casa; new microwaves or full kitchens in each dorm; bike shed in 
HCA; Adirondack chairs (outside Leeds/Gummere, North Dorms?); Hand dryers in Lunt 
1, Gummere 1, Barclay 1, Leeds 1. 

c. Student Center 
Is it possible to create a temporary center? Otherwise may take 4 years to build and $20-
30 million to update Ryan Gym.  Possibility of renovation the basement of the DC  
III. Committee Reports 

a. Appointments 
Angad was appointed to CPC.  The next appointments will be the Customs heads. 

b. Activities 
Buses never came (see Curt for a R5 reimbursement); HaverIdol went well. 

c. Budgeting 
Good.  
IV. JSAAP 
Talked about the prospective student incident and solutions.  Had the first interview 
regarding the first plenary resolution: art opening. 
VI. First Thursday 
Financial aid and early admission were discussed.  The college has no plans of getting rid 
of ED plan as of now.  However, ED favors people who don’t need as much financial aid;  
Keep people aware of issue.  Should discuss if we are a research college at the next one? 
IX. Exec Meeting 
It is at 8:30 this week (everyone is invited).  Barbara Mendell is coming to talk to about 
the renovations in Stokes and the Clearness Committee will also be there to talk about 
preliminary observations. 
X. General Chatter 
 Does having demographic data about who applied to committees and who was 
appointed violate confidentiality and is it accurate? 



 
 
 



Students’ Council Minutes 
Sunday, November 5, 2006 

 
Members present: Alexis, Sam, Rachel, Jeff L., Neil, Curt, Julian, Micah, Fabrizio, 
Meghan, Meg, Betty, Samuel, Tovah, Maggie, Monique, Emily, Kathleen 
Members absent: Thomas, Shashi, Dan, David, Jeff S., Lilly 
 
I.  Moment of Silence 
II.  Clearness Committee 

a. Analysis of survey from last spring: Issues raised in the survey could be dealt 
with by focusing on student leadership.  Will focus on SC because it is a focal 
point of student leadership on campus; however many students didn’t know very 
much about SC.   

b. Ideas/questions: How can we get people involved?  Whitman has club leaders 
serve on a committee that approves the budget.  Why is there only a small group 
of student leaders and how can everyone else be better informed?  How can we 
make students want to be more involved?  Booklet with description of clubs?  
Haverford functions through word of mouth—create a more cohesive body of 
leaders.  Some would like SC to move away from activities and become more 
involved in shaping student agenda.  Email clearness@go.haverford.edu with 
questions or comments. 

III.  Committee Reports 
a. Appointments: Still in the process of interviewing for the three arts groups and 

collections. 
b. Activities: The SC bus for First Friday was full. 
c. Budgeting: We still have money. 

IV. JSAAPP update: An email sent to all students about alcohol use in recent weekends. 
V.  SC Public Relations Initatives: Put up a nice bulletin board in the campus center; 
redo the website; send out more SC emails informing students of what’s happening on 
campus; each office will hold regular office hours; dorms should increase 
communications; clarify what SC does. 
VI.  Ron Tola Projects: Thursday Ron is bringing in an engineer and an architect to 
work on Gummere bathrooms; a bike shed was installed outside of Apt 42, along with 
grills and Adirondack chairs around campus. 
VII.  Smoking Discussion: Survey will be up sometime at the beginning of this week. 
VIII.  First Thursday: The faculty committee for academic enrichment has expressed 
interest in working closely with SC. 
IX.  Upcoming SC meetings: Tom king and committee reps. 
X.  Moment of Silence 
 

mailto:clearness@go.haverford.edu


Haverford College Executive Council 
November 8, 2006 

 
I. Moment of Silence 

 
II. Committee Reports 

a. Appointments (In session) 
b. Activities (Screw coming up) 
c. Honor Council (Honor Code Week, cookies with co-chairs) 

 
III. Bryn Mawr Relations Meeting Sunday 

Bryn Mawr Outreach reps want to come talk to us.  We will discuss bi-co 
issues, parking at BMC, One card, food swipe issues, funding of bi-co clubs. 

 
IV. Smoking in Lunt 

Exec received an email that people want to have a Hooka circle to discuss 
genocide in Lunt basement, asthma concerns. 

 
V. Clearness Committee Follow Up 

SC public relations starting soon, we will stay in contact with Clearness 
Committee 

 
VI. Affinity Group Meeting Thursday 

Meeting Thursday night at 7 in campus center to discuss joint events 
 

VII. General Chatter 
Guest Jim (from BSR), Calexico, well known group may be coming (after 
playing in Lincoln Center), funding discussed. 

 
VIII. Moment of Silence 



Students’ Council Meeting 
November 19th, 2006 

 
Members Present: Jeff L, Kathleen, Rachel, Tovah, Sam A, Dan, Emily, Alexis, Curt, 
Julien, Meg, Monique, Meghan, Micah, Tom, Lilly, Sam L 
Absent: Betty, Jeff, David, Fabrizio, Shashi, Neil, Maggie 
 
I. Moment of Silence 
II. Committee Representatives : CPC and EPC 

a. Educational Policy Committee: Review courses, approve continuing 
appointments, considering changing the course load on professors from 2-
3 to 2-2.  Also revising catalog description for senior experience 
component. 

b. College Planning Committee:  going through proposals and coming to 
consensus on what are the most important things to fund by the college 

i. Identity of the college, discussions with Greg K, distinctive 
qualities, invest in biggest differentiator. 

ii. Preparation for working with the AEC costly change to how 
students pursue academics discussed 

iii. Discussion of re-considering language requirements, connecting 
older students to younger within department, honors (?), expand 
TAs, social justice requirement change (make it a hands on course) 

III. Committee Reports 
a. Appointments 
Appointed Maggie Gummere and Emma Ferguson to Arts Curriculum 
Advisory Committee; Rachel Van Tosh for Plant and Property. 
b. Activities 
Screw your roommate 
c. Budgeting 
We’re good 

IV. Dorm representative initiatives 
Mice problem persistent in the apartments.  Ask Ron Tola to try out dumpsters 
outside of the apartments. 
V. Major Campus Issues 

Restructure SC 
VI. First Thursday Ideas 

a. Diversity; Non-academic life at Haverford 
VII. SC Office hours- Wednesday 10 PM 

a. Need to ask librarians for computer access at Guild.  Bryn Mawr students 
want access to athletic center and Lunt.  Talk of redoing the blue bus 
schedule. 

VIII. General Chatter 
a. Exec meeting 11/29 we will begin the discussion of restructuring SC.  No 

SC meeting a week from Wednesday.  Sam is working on opening up the 
skate house for student use. 

IX. Moment of Silence 
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